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Abstract 
Contamination of hog fuel along the supply 
chain was observed at Skookumchuk. 
FPInnovations recommends that the number 
of times hog fuel is moved be minimized, that 
operators be trained in correct handling 
procedures, that a penalty/reward system be 
instituted to habituate proper handling 
procedures, that cross logs be used beneath 
log decks, that hog fuel storage surfaces be 
paved or frozen, and that hog fuel produced in 
the field be ground directly into chip vans. 
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Executive summary 

Hog fuel contamination of source material for Skookumchuk was measured at 3.1% of oven-dried 
weight at Elko, 6.8% at Canal Flats, 1.9% at Miller Road, and 0.7% at Lumberton.  Transportation and 
handling to/at Skookumchuk raised contamination to 10.8% at the pre-dumper pile.  Filtering before the 
flinger hog pile reduced contamination to 3.1%, however further handling produced a measurement of 
6.1% from the boiler infeed conveyor.  Poor handling techniques were observed and, along with 
multiple movements of hog fuel, contributed to increased contamination:  scooping and scraping hog 
fuel off the ground seems to be the primary cause.  Only few oversize pieces were observed during 
sampling. 

FPInnovations recommends that the number of times hog fuel is moved be minimized, that operators 
be trained in correct handling procedures, that a penalty/reward system be instituted to habituate 
proper handling procedures, that cross logs be used beneath log decks, that removing the first quarter 
of material generated by debarking from the hog fuel chain may reduce contamination, that hog fuel 
storage surfaces be paved or frozen, and that hog fuel produced in the field be ground directly into chip 
vans. 

Introduction 

Co-heat and power plant (CHP) operations generate ash and detritus from the furnace of their boiler 
operations.  The rock or metallic detritus enters the furnace as contamination of the fuel.  Fuel for CHP 
boilers in BC is often hogged or chipped wood residues from forestry and milling activities and is 
referred to as “hog fuel” for the purposes of this study. 

The Tembec CHP plant at Skookumchuk was found to be generating approximately 25 t per day of rock 
and metal detritus.  Back of the envelope calculations estimated this contamination made up about 4% 
of total hog fuel entering the boiler.  In the transformation from trees to hog fuel, woody biomass is 
subject to a variety of processes.  By examining the handling at each processing step of the eventual 
hog fuel, can the sources and quantities of contamination at each step be determined? 
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                            Figure 1. Boiler detritus at Skookumchuk – 25 tonnes per day. 

Objectives 

1. To identify the sources of hog fuel contamination for the Skookumchuk CHP operation. 
2. To determine the amount of hog fuel contamination at each processing step of the 

Skookumchuk CHP operation. 
3. To make recommendations for reducing hog fuel contamination at the Skookumchuk CHP 

operation. 

Methods 

Overall process 
Conversations between Tembec and FPInnovations were held to determine the locations and types of 
processing steps that woody biomass undergoes before it enters the infeed conveyor to the CHP 
furnace.  It was decided to sample hog fuel at a number of processing locations for the amount of 
contamination present at these sites.   
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The sampling method proposed was adapted from the “box-and-quarter” method first scripted by 
FPInnovations during the 1970’s for logyard debris studies.  Once collected the samples are sorted by 
size fraction and the finest fraction is analyzed in the lab for moisture content (MC) and ash content.  
With the data collected, it is tallied by size and location and then inferences are made to postulate the 
causes of contamination. 

 

 

          Figure 2. Small loader dumping summer sawmill residue in box at Canal Flats. 

 

Additionally, FPInnovations researchers made an effort to engage in conversations with employees and 
contractors involved at each of the handling stages to gain anecdotal evidence about what the possible 
causes of contamination could be.  Some of these conversations assisted in interpreting results. 

Sampling locations 
Tembec indicated that hog fuel sampling should occur at its largest hog fuel generating sites.  These 
include: the Elko sawmill, the Canal Flats sawmill, the Lumberton planer mill, forestry grinding 
operations at timber harvest sites in the bush, and the Skookumchuk pulp mill attached to the CHP 
operation. 
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At Canal Flats samples were taken of winter sawmill residue as it exited the plant via the outfeed “scud 
launcher,” and of summer sawmill residue from the reload pile behind the sawmill.   

At Elko samples were taken of winter sawmill residue as it exited the plant via the outfeed, and of winter 
chipper residue from the pile pushed up of portable chipper residue. 

 

 

 

                                                        Figure 3. Sampling at Elko. 
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At Lumberton samples were taken from the residue pile created by the planer and pushed up by the 
loader. 

 

 

                                  Figure 4. Planer waste outfeed at Lumberton. 
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Harvesting residues were collected from Miller Road sites of grinder-produced material originating from 
ecological restoration harvest activity (essentially, thinning of forest stands).  The bush hog piles were 
snow covered and frozen and the box-and-quarter method was not used.  Rather a 2-5 kg sample was 
collected from each pile sampled for analysis in the lab.  An effort was made to obtain samples from the 
top, middle, and bottom of piles. 

 

 

                                         Figure 5. Miller Road bush hog piles. 
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                      Figure 6. Miller Road bush hog pile during sampling. 

 

At Skookumchuk samples were taken from the “pre-dumper” pile representing loads of incoming hog 
fuel from a variety of sources that are then pushed into a pile by a loader before they are dumped into 
the disc-sorter and Skookumchuk grinder.  Samples were also taken from the Skookumchuk “flinger 
hog pile” which represents biomass that has been disc-screened and ground, is transported by 
conveyor and flung into a large pile, and then may occasionally be subject to further piling activity by 
bulldozers or loaders.  Samples were also taken from incoming trucks when these could be identified 
but before the material was pushed into the pre-dumper pile.  Lastly, samples were taken directly off 
the boiler infeed conveyor of material exiting the flinger pile.  The boiler infeed samples were not 
subject to the box-and-quarter method; a 2-5 kg sample was taken for analysis in the lab. 
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                     Figure 7. Summer sawmill residue from Elko being dumped at Skookumchuk. 

 

Figure 8. Trailer on dumper platform at Skookumchuk – in addition to this 
     use, with the platform lowered, the loader dumps material from the 
                    “pre-dumper” pile directly into dumper. 
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                      Figure 9. Conveyor exiting dumper leading to gap extractor and disc screen. 
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                          Figure 10. Flinger hog pile at Skookumchuk – after screener and grinder. 

 

Sampling method 
The sampling method was adapted from that designed by WG Warren as transcribed by DG Smith and 
later modified by E Phillips.  Please see the source documents in Appendix 2 for a more complete 
description. 

A square frame was constructed of 8 foot long 2 by 12’s.  A plastic sheet was laid beneath the box and 
then the hog fuel sample was dumped in by small loader.   

Although truck scales were used to estimate the load weight (the difference between the loader’s 
weight before and after dumping the load), the results were found to be too inaccurate and instead the 
weight of the various size fractions was extrapolated to the whole load.  This gave more consistent and 
believable weight estimates. 
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     Figure 11. Weighing the loader – this method proved inaccurate for determining total load weights. 

 

After the load was dumped in the frame, it was approximately leveled and depth measurements in the 
frame were taken – approximately two or three per side – from which volume estimates could later be 
made if required. 

Next all pieces having a single dimension of at least 60.0 cm were removed from the box, sorted into 
organic, rock, and metal, and then each sort was weighed.  Then the box was quartered with string, 
one quarter was randomly selected and all pieces having a single dimension of at least 30.0 cm were 
removed, sorted, and weighed.  This quarter was then itself quartered (a sixteenth of the total box), one 
quarter selected and all pieces having a single diminesion of at least 10.0 cm were removed, sorted, 
and weighed.  Finally, the selected quarter was quartered once more (a sixty-fourth of the box) and all 
the material from this quarter was weighed and bagged for analysis of moisture content (MC) and ash 
content in the lab. 
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                               Figure 12. Quartering the box for the 10.0+ cm fraction extraction. 
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                              Figure 13. A collection of 60.0+ cm pieces from one sample. 

 

Laboratory method 
Once in the lab, a portion of each sample was placed in screened drying trays and dried in a convection 
oven at 195o F for at least 24 hours.  The difference in weight before and after determined the pre-
drying water content and allowed a calcuation of MC.  All MC’s are expressed by wet basis (maximum 
MC of 100%) where (Wt wet – Wt dry) x 100% / Wt = MC. 

In breaking down the weight of a sample into organic, inorganic, and water, it was assumed that, in the 
larger fractions, all of the water was held by organic material and that the large inorganic material was 
not responsible for holding water.  This may not be 100% accurate but the error is likely negligible. 

A portion of the finest sort of each sample was subjected to ash content determination using protocol 
ASTM D3174. 
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Results and discussions 

Summary – overall average contamination by source  
The average contamination by weight % is summarized in Table 1.  Unless otherwise noted, 
contamination percentages are of oven-dried (OD) weight.  The overall average at the Skookumchuk 
pre-dumper pile should account for the contamination contributed from all sources plus that added at 
Skookumchuk.  After exiting the Skookumchuk pre-dumper pile, the material passes through a 10 cm 
disc screen before being ground and conveyed to the flinger hog pile and from there on to the boiler 
infeed conveyor.  The disc screen should be removing larger pieces, both organic and inorganic.  It is 
not surprising therefore that the Skookumchuk hog pile average contamination is lower than the pre-
dumper pile average and lower than the Skookumchuk boiler infeed average which suffers from 
additions introduced by manipulating the hog pile.  A table summarizing all data by sample can be 
found in Appendix 3. 

Table 1. Overall average contamination by source   
Contamination by weight % 

   

 

of odt of wet total samples 

Canal Flats average 14.8% 8.3% 4 

Canal Flats average minus sample 1 6.8% 3.8% 3 

Elko (all) average 6.3% 3.2% 6 

Elko from Elko average 3.1% 1.4% 3 

Elko from Skookumchuk average 9.6% 5.0% 3 

Miller Road average 1.9% 0.8% 4 

Lumberton average 0.7% 0.4% 2 

Skookumchuk average (not incl boiler) 9.1% 4.8% 9* 

Skookumchuk average minus sample 12 5.0% 2.6% 8* 

Skookumchuk pre-dumper pile average 10.8% 5.7% 7* 

Skookumchuk pre-dumper pile average (-12) 5.7% 3.0% 6* 

Skookumchuk flinger hog pile average 3.1% 1.2% 2 

Skookumchuk boiler infeed average 6.1% 3.2% 4 

Overall 7.1% 3.7% 26 

* includes 3 Elko from Skookumchuk samples 
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Two samples were anomalously high in contamination percentage – Sample 1 from Canal Flats and 
Sample 12 from the Skookumchuk pre-dumper pile.  The presence of a single large rock in each 
sample in the 10-29.9 cm class, caused the anomaly in both cases.  In the total average of 26 samples, 
the inclusion of these rocks (anomalous samples) is probably statistically acceptable as they represent 
an infrequent but recurring reality.  But in the case of Canal Flats, especially, where there are only 4 
samples, the anomalous Sample 1 probably causes an overstatment of the average.  For that reason 
the Canal Flats average is also given without sample 1. 

In the case of sample 12 from Skookumchuk, the greater number of samples from Skookumchuk (9) 
means the anomalous sample is less likely to skew the overall average for Skookumchuk.  That the 
average for the Skookumchuk pre-dumper pile is higher than the flinger pile and boiler infeed averages 
is logical, since some rocks are removed by the disc screen between the pre-dumper pile and the 
flinger hog pile.   
 
Expressing Table 1 elements in sequential processing order yields Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Overall average contamination by source – flow chart  

 

 

Canal 
Flats 

average = 
6.8%+ 

Elko 
average = 

3.1% 

Miller 
Road 

average = 
1.9% 

Lumberton 
average = 

0.7% 

Scud pile 
average = 

3.0%+ 

Summer 
pile 

average = 
8.9% Transport to Skookum

chuk 

Elko 
average 
= 9.6% Skookumchuk 

pre-dumper  
pile average = 
10.8% 

Disc Screen
 

Flinger 
hog pile 
average 
= 3.1% 

          Boiler 
infeed 

average 
= 6.1% 
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The Elko average after transportation to Skookumchuk is samples that were taken from trucks at 
Skookumchuk that were arriving from Elko.  Their loads were dumped, then samples were taken before 
the dumped loads were pushed into the Skookumchuk pre-dumper pile.  For these samples, care was 
taken not to introduce contaminants from the ground at Skookumchuk.  These samples should 
represent the contamination percentage as it was loaded onto trucks at Elko – 9.6%. 

Contamination by size category 
No contamination, rocks or metal pieces, in sizes classes of 30.0 cm or greater were observed in any of 
the samples.  Approximately 3.8% of the hog fuel (oven-dry weight) occurs in sizes 30.0 cm or greater 
according to this study.  Most of these are bark rolls.  This indicates that the Tembec size screening 
program has been reasonably effective at removing >30 cm pieces and very effective at removing 
contamination of this size.  However problems still exist in the smaller size categories. 

Table 3. Contamination by size category – overall  

% by oven-dry weight Organics Inorganics Total 

60.0+ cm class 1.0% 0.0% 1.0% 

30.0 - 59.9 cm class 2.8% 0.0% 2.8% 

10.0 - 29.9 cm class 15.7% 8.7% 24.4% 

0.0 - 9.9 cm class 68.7% 3.1% 71.8% 

Totals 88.2% 11.8% 100.0% 

 

Table 5 summarizes piece size distribution for all samples by organic or inorganic.  It should be noted 
that all inorganic material was rock – no metal contamination was observed outside of ash.  Nearly 25% 
of all material sampled was in the 10.0 - 29.9 cm class.  About a third of this by weight was inorganic 
amounting to 8.7% of the potential total hog fuel (by weight).  However it appears that much of the 
inorganic in this size class was successfully filtered out before reaching the boiler since the samples 
from the flinger hog pile revealed only 3.1% contamination and all of this was less than 10.0 cm in size. 
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                                Figure 14. Rocks from a sample at Skookumchuk. 

 

Moving to the fine fraction, (0.0 – 9.9 cm class), nearly 3/4 of total hog fuel sampled fell in this size 
category.  This means that slightly more than 1/4 is oversized.  Approximately 4.3% of this smallest 
class was inorganic, and this inorganic portion comprised 3.1% of total hog fuel. 

Another metric to consider is the amount of material in each location category that falls into the desired 
hog fuel characteristic – that is organic and 10.0 cm or less in size. 
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Table 4. Size and type analysis – proportion by weight %       
            

   DESIRED 

Proportion by weight % Oversize Oversize 0.0-9.9 cm 0.0-9.9 cm 

(size and type analysis) organic inorganic Organic inorganic 

Canal Flats average 11.8% 14.3% 69.6% 4.3% 

Canal Flats average minus sample 1 15.4% 2.6% 76.4% 5.6% 

Canal Flats scud launcher 4.2% 23.9% 69.8% 2.1% 

Canal Flats summer hog pile 20.2% 3.6% 69.4% 6.8% 

Elko (all) average 25.0% 4.3% 67.6% 3.1% 

Elko from Elko average 26.4% 0.0% 70.3% 3.3% 

Elko from Skookumchuk average 24.0% 7.3% 65.8% 2.9% 

Miller Road average n/a n/a 98.3% 1.7% 

Lumberton average 3.3% 0.0% 96.1% 0.7% 

Skookumchuk average (not incl boiler) 26.7% 8.2% 62.6% 2.4% 

Skookumchuk pre-dumper pile average 32.0% 3.9% 61.7% 2.4% 

Skookumchuk flinger hog pile average 14.3% 0.0% 82.5% 3.2% 

Skookumchuk boiler infeed average n/a n/a 94.0% 6.0% 

overall 19.5% 8.7% 68.7% 3.1% 

NB:  Miller Road and the boiler infeed were not sampled beyond the 9.9 cm category. 

   

 

The sawmill residue locations (Elko and Canal Flats) are producing about 65-70% of the desired 
material for hog fuel, the Skookumchuk pre-dumper pile is in the low 60’s, and by the time material 
makes its way to the flinger hog pile (after screening) it has improved to the low 80’s.  Of note here is 
the high average attained at Lumberton. 

Sample densities 
Using the volumes estimated from sample heights in the box, it is possible to estimate the density of 
hog fuel samples from the different sources. 
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Table 5. Sample density  

Density of sample (g/cm3) Density Samples 

Canal Flats average 0.445 4 

Canal Flats average minus sample 1 0.388 3 

Elko (all) average 0.406 6 

Elko from Elko average 0.370 3 

Elko from Skookumchuk average 0.442 3 

Miller Road average n/a 4 

Lumberton average 0.193 2 

Skookumchuk average (not incl boiler) 0.396 9* 

Skookumchuk pre-dumper pile average 0.400 7* 

Skookumchuk flinger hog pile average 0.384 2 

Skookumchuk boiler infeed average n/a 4 

overall 0.380 26 

* includes 3 Elko from Skookumchuk samples 

 

 

 

At Miller Road and the boiler infeed, densities are not available since the box-and-quarter method was 
not used.  Most densities are quite close to the overall average.  The exception is Lumberton, where 
there was little contamination and the source material (planer shavings) is lighter than typical hog fuel.  
The density data is not a good predictor of hog fuel contamination. 

Canal Flats results 
The results from Canal Flats show higher average contamination than any other location.  The two 
samples taken from the debarker waste pile (“scud launcher”) averaged 20.7% contamination.  One of 
these samples (Sample 1) contained a large rock in the 10-29.9 cm class.  While this undoubtedly 
skews the sample somewhat, it still indicates there is a problem coming from this source.  It was difficult 
to pinpoint what exactly might be causing this at Canal Flats, however it was observed that the hog fuel 
was moved many times, from the scud pile, to another pile, and then to another pile, and in the case of 
the summer residue to yet another pile.  Every time the material is moved the potential to add 
contamination is present. 
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Contamination in the fines category (<9.9cm) averaged 3.0%, below the overall average for the study.  
Fines contamination constituted only 8.2% of total contamination from the Canal Flats scud launcher.  
This number is unbelievably low – again reflecting the large rock skewing the 10.0 – 29.9 cm category. 

Moving to the summer reload pile behind the mill, the average drops to 8.9% contamination.   
Contamination in the fines category (<9.9 cm) is consistent with overall contamination and showed an 
average of 8.9% of total fines.  Fines contributed 65.6% of overall contamination from the Canal Flats 
summer pile. 

Regarding oversize:  of observed organic matter from all samples, nearly 2/3 of that greater than 60.0+ 
cm and nearly 1/3 sized 30.0 – 59.9 cm came from the Canal Flats summer pile.  This indicates that 
size-screening of oversize summer mill residue at Canal Flats is challenging for the existing screening 
processes.  This is probably because many of the large pieces are bark strips.  In the winter, these tend 
to break apart more easily.  While bark strips do not add to an inorganic contamination problem, they 
can cause trouble in the conveying process if they wrap around wheels and rollers and slow down 
equipment.  A picture of bark strips in a summer sample from Canal flats follows in figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. Summer sawmill residue at Canal Flats – note the many long bark strips which 
have not been effectively hogged. 
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Elko results 
Samples taken at the Elko sawmill average 3.1% contamination.  While this number may not seem high 
compared to other samples in this study, it should be remembered that if left unscreened, this would 
amount to about 12 tonnes of contamination per day if it went directly into the boiler infeed. 

Anecdotal evidence from operators in the Elko yard suggests that some of this may be due to log 
handling in the Elko yard before logs enter the mill.  Log bundles are stored on the ground at Elko.  In 
some cases the logs are placed directly on the ground and in some cases log decks are place on cross 
logs that elevate the decks just slightly.  Reportedly, logs stored directly on the ground gain rocks, 
ground, and other inorganic debris that sticks to the bark.  This material is released with the bark during 
debarking and is deposited in the sawmill residue pile.  How much of the contamination comes from this 
source is not known however the conclusion that it is a potential source of contamination appears to be 
logical. 

Further, anecdotal observation was that most of the inorganic material adhering to logs is released in 
the first flush of debarking.  If the first quarter or so of debarked material were not included in sawmill 
residue hog fuel, a significant reduction in the inorganic portion of this material might follow. 

We were fortunate to be able to collect data on Elko hog fuel after transport to Skookumchuk since it 
were arriving at Elko during our study period.  We did not have the same benefit for samples from any 
other location.  Three of the samples from the Skookumchuk pre-dumper pile were identified as 
originating from Elko.  The average contamination in these samples was a staggering 9.6%.  This data 
would suggest that 6.5% of total dry weight is being added to Elko hog in contamination during the 
transportation phase.   While some variation in the averages collected on either end is to be expected, 
the conclusion must still be that moving Elko sawmill residues into piles, then from piles to trucks, is 
adding significant amounts of contamination.  It would seem that inorganic material is likely being 
scraped off the ground and added to the hog fuel during handling. 

Lumberton results 
The average amount of contamination observed in samples of Lumberton hog fuel was the lowest of 
any of the sample sites in this study at 0.7%.  In fact, no inorganic contamination was measured during 
the sampling process except during the ashing of the fine fraction.  This is to be commended. 

Additionally, there were very few oversize pieces in any of the organic categories.  Organic pieces in 
the 0-9.9 cm class (the desired hog fuel) comprised 96.1% of the total dry weight. 

Table 6. Size and type analysis – proportion by weight % - excerpt      
        

   Desired 

Proportion by weight % Oversize Oversize 0.0-9.9 cm 0.0-9.9 cm 

(size and type analysis) organic inorganic organic inorganic 

Lumberton average 3.3% 0.0% 96.1% 0.7% 
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How much contamination Lumberton material might gain through transportation is not known since no 
loads were available for sampling during the study period. 

A picture of a Lumberton sample is shown below. 

 

                                                 Figure 16. Sample at Lumberton. 

 

Miller Road results 
Like Lumberton, the samples taken from Miller Road showed lower contamination than other locations, 
but they were still nearly 3 times those at Lumberton, coming in at 1.9%.  The material at Miller Road 
differs from other locations since it represents harvesting residues and not milling residues.  
FPInnovations generally advocates grinding to chip vans and not to ground as occurred at Miller Road.  
The reason for this is that contamination is almost invariably introduced when the hog fuel is scooped 
from the ground into trucks for transport.  How much contamination is likely to occur from transport of 
Miller Road hog fuel could not be measured in this study. 
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Skookumchuk results 
Inevitably all material destined for the boiler arrives at Skookumchuk.  Some material is deposited 
directly from trucks into the dumper, but much of it ends up in the pre-dumper pile, including local chips 
from the pulp operations at Skookumchuk.  Depositing material on the ground into the pre-dumper pile 
provides another opportunity for contamination to enter the pile.  Once it is on the ground, pile material 
is pushed together and compacted as material both enters and exits the pile and as the pile is then 
reshaped. 

Sampling the pre-dumper pile revealed that contamination had risen to 10.8% despite none of the 
contributing sources (the anomalous sample from Canal Flats notwithstanding) having contamination 
percentages that high.  Based on 6.1% representing 25 t/day at the boiler, this means 10.8% would 
represent about 44t/day of contamination at the boiler.  Transportation and handling of source material 
both before it reaches Skookumchuk and at Skookumchuk is adding significantly to contamintion 
percentage. 

 

 

                          Figure 17. Rocks near base of “pre-dumper” pile at Skookumchuk. 

 

Rock 
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Fortunately, the screening process between the dumper and the boiler reduces contamination to the 
3.1% observed at the flinger hog pile. 

 

 

                             Figure 18. Metal contamination ejected at disc screen. 

 

Although no metal contamination was observed in the samples of this study, some does make it into 
the system as evidenced by Figure 18. 
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Figure 19. Gap extractor at top of dumper outfeed conveyor – pieces 
greater in size than the gap between conveyor and roller are ejected 

before reaching disc screen and grinder. 
 

 

Figure 20. Disc screen at Skookumchuk – material drops through 
disc screen or is ground onto conveyor for flinger hog pile. 
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Despite all the contamination introduced to this point, it is heartening to observe that contamination is 
reduced to only 3.1% (“only” 13 t/day at the boiler) after the Skookumchuk screening process.  Samples 
of the flinger hog pile were taken from the side of the pile near the front of the flinger, not in areas that 
showed evidence of reshaping by bulldozers.  Care was taken not to introduce foreign material into 
these samples as the small loader removed them from the pile.  How frustrating then to observe that 
hog fuel on the boiler infeed conveyor shows contamination of 6.1%. 

This implies that contamination nearly doubles while in the flinger hog pile.  Certainly the accuracy of 
these numbers could be questioned.  Only two samples were successfully extracted from the flinger 
hog pile.  However the sampling method is fairly robust and a large amount of material is processed in 
each sample, approximately 325 kg or 860 litres of material in total, just from the flinger hog pile.  Even 
if some error is allowed, doubling the observed amount of contamination while in the flinger hog 
pile cannot be ignored. 

How could this happen?  The contamination must be introduced after the material reaches the hog pile.  
Granted there are some additions made to the pile that do not come through the disc screen and 
grinder process.  These are usually the cleanest loads from the pulp mill chipper, sawdust, or other 
sources.  While some minor amounts of contamination may be introduced through these, they do not 
look like the likely sources of contamination. 

Rather, churning and shaping of the pile by loaders and bulldozers looks like a more likely culprit.  
FPInnovations was able to photograph bulldozers working on the pile.  Figure 21 shows rocks that were 
scraped from native material near the bottom of the pile and deposited among the hog fuel of the pile. 

It is hard to imagine that rocks scraped from the ground could be adding this much contamination to the 
hog pile.  It might be instructive to compare more samples from the flinger hog pile and the boiler infeed 
conveyor, however, for now, the logical conclusion is that handling of the flinger hog pile is significantly 
increasing contamination. 
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       Figure 21. Rocks near base of “flinger” hog pile at Skookumchuk migrating upwards. 

 

Rocks 
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Conclusions & recommendations 

This is a summary of the significant observations of this study: 

1. Oversize material (>9.9 cm) comprised 28.2% of total material sampled, however only 3.8% was 
30.0 cm or greater. 

2. Nearly a third of material in the 10.0 – 29.9 cm size class is inorganic but little if any of this 
appears to be reaching the boiler. 

3. Contamination observed at Canal Flats is higher than any other location/source in this study. 
4. Summer mill residue at Canal Flats consisting of long bark strips comprised much of the 

oversize material observed in the study. 
5. Not using cross logs to keep log decks off the ground at Elko may be adding contamination to 

Elko sawmill residues. 
6. Hog fuel handling procedures between the Elko sawmill residue (“scud”) pile and the 

Skookumchuk pre-dumper pile may be tripling contamination of Elko sawmill residues. 
7. When hog fuel is moved from pile to pile or placed in trucks it appears that contamination 

originates from material scooped off the ground. 
8. There was little contamination or oversize material evident in Lumberton samples. 
9. Forest harvesting residue hog fuel at Miller Road showed only moderate levels of 

contamination, however picking up and transportation of hog fuel from the ground is likely to 
introduce more contamination. 

10. Contamination levels at the Skookumchuk pre-dumper pile are higher than that of the pile’s 
source material and the increase in contamination is likely due to handling during transportation 
and pile handling processes at Skookumchuk. 

11. The screening process at Skookumchuk is effective in removing most oversize material and 
more than 70% of contamination between the pre-dumper pile and the flinger hog pile.  Only 
contamination smaller than 10.0 cm was observed in the flinger hog pile. 

12. Hog fuel on the boiler infeed conveyor had nearly double the inorganic contamination of that 
observed in the flinger hog pile.  Reshaping and handling of the flinger hog pile is thought to be 
a major contributor for this increased contamination. 

 

FPInnovations recognizes that some of the recommendations incuded here could be fairly expensive, 
however many are not. 

1. Reducing the number of times hog fuel material is moved or handled should be a priority.  Each 
handling can increase contamination significantly. 

2. Cross logs should always be used to support log decks when storing logs at sawmills.  This is 
reasonably inexpensive and helps to reduce the amount of inorganic material that becomes 
fastened to bark and enters the hog fuel chain as sawmill residue. 

3. A process that allows the first quarter or so of debarked material to not be included in sawmill 
residue hog fuel, might significantly reduce the inorganic portion of this material. 

4. When scooping hog fuel off the ground, operators should be trained in methods that skim just 
above the ground and do not scoop contaminants off the ground.   

5. A penalty and/or reward system for correct hog-fuel handling procedures for loader and 
bulldozer operators should be instituted.  At very least, correct handling procedures should be 
included in the job descriptions for these positions and expectations around proper handling 
should be made clear and enforced. 

6. Grinding of forest harvesting residues should take place into chip vans and not onto the ground 
where more contamination can be introduced. 
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7. Since so much of hog fuel contamination seems to be introduced from material scooped off the 
ground, paving, or, in the winter, freezing, surfaces where hog fuel is stored would significantly 
reduce contamination – might almost eliminate it. 

 

A final observation:  good hog fuel handling procedures that minimize introduction of contamination are 
possible.  Figure 22 shows an operator conscientiously shaping a pile while leaving an effective 
cushion of hog fuel to prevent introduction of ground contamination.  This behaviour should be 
commended. 

 

 

 

Figure 22. Bulldozer on “flinger” hog pile at Skookumchuk – note good technique of this 
operator: blade drop is well above base of pile. 

 

 

 

Blade 
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Appendix I 
 

Abbreviations used 
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Abbreviations Used 

 

BC – British Columbia 

CHP – co-heat and power 

cm - centimeter 

g - gram 

ha - hectare 

L – litre 

m – meter 

MC – moisture content 

MPB – Mountain pine beetle 

OD – oven-dried  

odt – oven dried tonne 

t – tonne 

Wt – weight 
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Appendix 2 
 

Sampling procedure source documents 

 

2.1    Logyard debris sampling – by Warren/Smith 

2.2    Logyard debris sampling – modified by Phillips 

 

  



1DEBRIS SAMPLING PROCEDURE 
 
 
Purpose: 
 
The basic objective is to determine, on a scientific basis, the composition range of sort yard 
debris. The magnitude of the components is expected to vary with yard surfacing material, 
handling procedure (re-manufacturing), season and wood species, hence, several sites must be 
tested. 
 
Mathematical Basis: 
 
W. G. Warren, Research Scientist, proposed the following mathematical basis for the sampling 
procedure1. 
 
“A known volume of normally packed material should be distributed a homogeneously as 
possible over a prepared (rectangular) area. Remove all material above a certain size (So); place 
into categories and weigh. (The categories could be such things as wood, bark, stone, etc.; 
obviously at this stage some of the categories would be empty). Let there be k categories and the 
weight of material in the ith category be woi. 
 

wo = (wo1, wo2,...wok) 
 
Divide the area into region; it will be convenient to have these of equal size (and shape) although 
this is not necessary. Suppose there are n1 regions of equal size. Remove all material above a 
certain size (s1<s0) place into categories and weigh. In an obvious notation we now have 
 

w1 =(w11, w12,...w1k) 
 
and estimate of the total among of material in this size class is 
 

n1w1 
 
More generally, if A denotes the total area and a1 denotes the area of the sampled region then an 
estimate of the total amount of material in the size class is 
 

(A/a1) w1 
 
In a like manner divide the region into n2 subregions and remove, categorize and weigh all 
material above size s2 (<s1) on a randomly chosen subregion. Then 
 

w2 = (w21, w22,...w2k)
                                                           
1  Quoted from memo dated August 12, 1976, from W. G. Warren, WFPL to P.L. Cottell, FERIC. 
 



 

 
and an estimate of the total amount of material in this size class is 
 

n1n2w2 
 
or more generally (A/a2)w2. 
 
Proceed until at the last stage sl=0, ie. all material is removed from the sub sub...subregion. 
 
An estimate of the total of material over all size classes by categories is 
 

wT=w0+1w1+n1 2w2+n1n2n3w3+...+n1n2nlwl 
 
(or, in the more general form, 
 

wT=w0+A(w1/a1+w2/a2+...wl/al). 
 
If n1=n2..=nl=n, as may well be the case 
 

w=Elnjwj j=0 
 

Notes: 
 
1. The above can be generalized in various ways. In particular one may sample more than one 

region (or subregion) at any stage. This may be desirable at the latter stages and if done at all 
stages would permit the calculations of sampling error. Note that we would not have to 
sample sub sub regions from all sampled sub region, etc. 

  
2. The choice of the number of stages (l), the number (or size) of regions or sub regions 

(n1,n2...nl), and the critical sizes s0,s1,sl=0 can be chosen for convenience. Initially personal 
judgment will be required. It is expected that they will be modified in the light of experience. 

  
3. The critical sizes, s0,s1...sl, will be diffuse in practice, ie. pieces which should be removed at 

one stage will be left for the next, and pieces which should have been left will be removed. 
This will have some effect on the estimation of proportions by size classes but should not 
affect the estimation of category proportions. The sample should, of course, behave as 
consistently as possible. 

  
Moisture content factors can, of course, be applied to the above so that the amount of dry matter 
can be estimated by categories (& size classes). Moisture contents are, however, unlikely to be 
constant in time. probably the best that one can do is estimate moisture content, in a conventional 
way, be seasons for at least each category and perhaps each category and size class combination.” 
 



 

Sample Size: 
 
It is proposed that the dimensions of the sample be 12 foot by 12 foot by 1.0 to 1.5 feet. This 
would result in a volume of 5 to 8 cubic yards. 
 
At Empire Logging in Squamish, the debris is removed in 27 cubic yard loads. Hence, a special 
small load and trip is required for sampling purposes. 
 
 
Proposed Classifications: 
 
The following size classes and material types are proposed (based upon field inspection of 
debris). It is expected that the sorts will be modified after testing the procedure. 
 
 Size Class  Sort 
 
12 inches and over  tops 
    boles 
    limbs 
    slabs 
    bark 
    rock 
 
Note: 
For the large size class, the sorts will indicate the type of material and its source, hence, will 
indicate the cause of the piece of debris. An estimate can be made as to the amount that could be 
avoided by various procedural changes. 
 
6.0 to 11.9 inches  white wood 
    bark 
    rock 
 
1.0 to 5.9 inches  white wood 
    bark 
    rock 
 
less than 1.0 inch  organic 
    mineral 
    water 
 
 
 



Note:  See diagram of holding box for relative sizes of sub areas A1, A2, and A3. 

Sampling Procedure: 
 
A. Field 
 
1. assemble holding box on as flat terrain as possible. (see diagram in equipment section). 
  
2. weigh 5-8 cubic yards of debris before dumping in box. 
  
3. remove all pieces, 12 inches and over, categorize by sort and weigh each sort. 
  
4. level debris with rake. 
  
5. randomly select subregion A1 with random number table (there are 4 possibilities). 
  
6. physically section off, (a 3 foot by 12 foot slice of the 12 foot by 12 foot box.) A trench in the 

12 to 18 inches of debris required to insert the sectioning boards. The digging of this trench 
will affect the accuracy of the sample. 

  
7. remove all 6.0 to 11.9 inch material, place in proper sort and weigh. (A 45 gallon drum is 

proposed to hold each sort for weighing.) 
  
8. level sub area A1. 
  
9. randomly choose cu-sub area A2, a 1 foot by 3 foot section of A1 (there are 12 possibilities). 
  
10. insert sectioning boards. 
  
11. remove all 1.0 to 5.9 inch material, place in proper sort and weigh (a 10 gallon pail should 

hold each category). 
  
12. level sub-sub area A2. 
  
13. randomly choose sub-sub-sub area A3, a 1 foot by 1 foot section at A2 (there are 3 

possibilities). 
  
14. insert sectioning boards. 
  
15. remove all material remaining for lab analysis. 
  
16. to obtain an estimate of error within a load, repeat process from step 5. 
  
17. to obtain an estimate of error between loads repeat entire process for an entirely new sample. 
 



 

B. Laboratory 
 
1. weigh sample wet. 
  
2. bake to remove all water, hence obtain dry weight. 
  
3. separate, either by washing or pneumatic sort organic and inorganic material. 
  
4. add to the above water, an estimate of water contained in the larger size classes. 
 
 
Results: 
 
This sample procedure will indicated: 
 
1. weight and source of large pieces (12 inch and over); 
  
2. preliminary breakdown as to avoidable, non-avoidable components, as well as those 

potentially merchantable pieces. 
  
3. size gradation of debris. 
  
4. major components of debris -  white wood 
             bark 
             mineral 
              water 
 
Equipment Required: 
 
Holding box, described in following diagram 
 
• 3 - 45 gallon drums 
• 3 -  10 gallon pails 
• 4 - 2 1/2 gallon pails with lids 
• 2 -  spades 
• 1 -  rake 
• 1 - spring balance, at least 200 pound capacity 
• pick-up truck with jib hoist. 
 
 
D.G. Smith 
August 24/76 
 



PROPOSED PROCEDURE FOR DEBRIS SAMPLING 
 
 
Objectives 
 
1. To determine the source of the debris: 
 -What yard activities generate debris? 
 -Is any of the debris avoidable through a change in yard procedure? 
  
2. To determine the composition of debris: 
 -What is the size class distribution of the debris from various areas? 
 -What is the distribution of organic and inorganic within each size class? 
 -What is the moisture, energy and ash content of the material? 
  
3. To determine the volume of debris generated: 
 -What volume of debris is generated per m3 of wood sorted? 
  
4. To determine the current method of disposal. 
 
 
Source of Debris (Procedures) 
 
A rough map of the yard should be sketched (if it is not already available from the mill). The map 
should identify the function of each area of the yard such as: sample scaling area, surge storage, 
long term storage, sorting, remanufacturing, etc. In addition it should identify the flow of wood 
through the yard. As part of identifying the wood flow, a day should be spent in observing the 
various yard activities. What yard activities are generating debris? Would a change in operating 
procedure reduce the debris generation? Numerous photos and some video footage should be 
taken for later analysis/confirmation. If possible the sources should be identified on the map. 
 
Debris Sampling 
 Equipment 
 
* Debris sampling box (also known as the executive sand box) 
-one is required however two to four are preferable; 
-any size will work by 10’x10’x12” may be a reasonable compromise between the original 
12’x12’x20” box and the later 8’x8’x12” box; 
-scrap banding or angle iron can be used to hold the box corners together. The box size 
requirement will be affected by the size of the largest debris and by the size of debris load 
available. It is statistically better to take a larger number of small samples than fewer large 
samples. 
  
 
 



* Liner 
-a roll of heavy plastic is required to provide a separation between the yard surface and the 
sample. The plastic can also be used to make a smooth area to sort the larger fraction onto, prior 
to weighing. 
 
* Sample Buckets 
-4 x 20 1 paint/food plastic buckets (a variety of bucket sizes have been used in the past up to 45 
gallon size. These larger buckets are often more trouble that they are worth.) 
 
* Garden tools 
-rakes, shovels and garden forks (a pitch fork may wok well in some materials) 
 
* Scales 
-a large scale to 100kg capacity and a smaller scale accurate to +/- 1 gram is an asset. The finer 
fraction can be bagged and weighed later if a small scale is not available. Usually FERIC’s 
hanging “pan” scale has been used byt this scale requires somewhere to hang it 
-usually a tripod was built. FERIC’s 500kg capacity “Detecto” plaform scale is ideal for the 
larger fraction 
-especially for the larger sampling boxes. 
 
* String Line Measurer (string machine) 
-used for determining the volume of debris storage areas. 
 
* Carpenter’s tape measures (and/or wooden ruler) 
-used for size classification 
 
* Wooden divider slats 
-1”x4” slats of any type to divide the sampling box into sampling sections 
 
* Tools 
-hammer, nails, axe, felt pens, sample tags, mechanic wire, hand saw, spray paint 
 
* Sample bags 
-heavy duty, at least 12”x24” 
 
 
Procedure 
 Selection of Samples: 
 
The map of debris generating areas from the “Source of Debris” phase will indicate how many 
areas you need to sample from. It is important to try to obtain representative samples from each 
of these areas. With most material that has been piled the fines become separated from the 
coarser material. Samples should be taken which represent both the coarse and the fine fractions. 



The number of samples required is dependent on the diversity of the material being sampled. 
Alternatively, if it is not possible to sample form the yard directly, samples can be taken from the 
landfill/debris storage areas. 
 
 Sample Box Set-Up 
 
Select a location, with the help of the yard foreman, that has enough space to set up: two boxes, 
the scale and other material; is accessible by the loader which will be delivering the debris; is 
close to or on the path from the weigh scale and is out of harms way. Level the site to remove 
any rocks which may puncture the plastic. Roll out the plastic and assemble the box on top. 
 
 Sampling 
 
∗ The loader or truck bringing you the sample should weigh the sample if at all possible. The 

location the sampling is done at and the size of the sample box is often determined by the 
method the yard uses for transport of debris. Level the debris in the box (after the truck or 
loader has dumped it in). Calculate the volume of debris by measuring the average depth and 
multiply it by the box area. 

∗ Remove all material with at least one dimension greater than 100cm. Separate this material 
into tops, branches, log ends, other white wood, bark and non wood material. Weigh each 
class of material and discard. 

∗ Level the remaining material in the box and divide the box into four equal quadrants with 
string or wood. Randomly select one quadrant and remove all material from this quadrant 
which is greater than 60cm in at least one dimension. Sort this material into white wood, 
bark, branches and non-wood classes and weigh each class. 

∗ Divide the sub-quadrant into four equal quadrants and randomly select one of the sub-sub-
quadrants for further sampling. Remove all material greater than 15cm and classify into 
woody and non-wood material and weigh. 

∗ Divide the sub-sub-quadrant into four equal parts, randomly select one of the four new 
quadrants and remove all material greater than 7.5cm in at least one dimension. Classify the 
material into wood and non-wood classes and weigh. 

∗ Further divide the above area into four new quadrants. Remove the material from a randomly 
selected quadrant and sample bay it, weigh it and retain it for further analysis. In the lab this 
last sample is dried to determine moisture content, screened with a William classifier into 
>45mm;22.2mm-45mm; 9.5mm-22.2mm; 3.2mm-9.5mm and <3.2mm size classes. A sample 
of the non-classified material is randomly selected and burnt by an outside lab to determine 
ash content. 

∗ In all of the above sampling note re-occurring material of one type, for example: rock of a 
particular size and type, chips, slabs, etc. 

 
 Debris Volume 
 



It is worth while to try and determine the volume of debris generated per m3 of yard throughout. 
This relationship will vary depending on the species, decking and sorting method, the time of 
year, the type of sorting equipment and other factors. Usually the yard foreman has some idea of 
the yearly variance. We have used different ways to measure this volume. 
 
The first method is to separate all the debris for a fixed period of time and either weigh it or 
measure the pile and calculate a volume. The total weight (volume) of logs entering the yard and 
the volume of output of the mill can usually be determined for the debris collection period. 
 
The second method, which can also be used to check the results from the first method, is to 
physically measure the landfill volume to time. The mill output or the yard input for this period 
can usually be determined. If you are lucky the mill yard has kept a record of the number of  
dumptrucks loads which went into the landfill pile. If you are even luckier, the mill will have 
weighed all of the debris loads before they left the mill yard. 
 
 Other Debris Sampling 
 
Keep in mind that different situations may require a modification of the sampling procedure. If 
you are considering a trial of a piece of equipment which requires a particular size of material 
then further size separations can be made. Also, the line then further intersect method of 
sampling has been used to sample a landfill for size and composition distribution. This method of 
recording the size and type of material which a particular grid location is not a preferred method. 
 
 
Eric Phillips 
September 1990  
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Appendix 3 
 

Table of results by sample 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Skookumchuk Contamination Study        -         Appendix 3
Data Summary

Field Results and Calculations
Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Date 08-Dec-10 08-Dec-10 08-Dec-10 08-Dec-10 09-Dec-10 09-Dec-10 10-Dec-10 10-Dec-10 10-Dec-10 10-Dec-10 10-Dec-10 10-Dec-10 10-Dec-10 11-Dec-10 11-Dec-10 11-Dec-10 12-Dec-10 12-Dec-10 12-Dec-10 12-Dec-10 13-Dec-10 13-Dec-10 13-Dec-10 13-Dec-10 13-Dec-10 13-Dec-10

Location Canal Flats Canal Flats Canal Flats Canal Flats Lumberton Lumberton SkookumchukSkookumchukSkookumchukSkookumchukSkookumchukSkookumchukSkookumchukElko Elko Elko Miller Road - bushMiller Road - bushMiller Road - bushMiller Road - bushSkookumchukSkookumchukSkookumchukSkookumchukSkookumchukSkookumchuk

Source Scud launcherScud launcherReload pile Reload pile Post peelings pilePost peelings pileBoiler infeed conveyorOff truck from Elko bark pile - scooped from ground into truckSkookumchuk chipper flailSide of mixed dumper pile near back rampElko "mill pile" moved once from scud launcherSide of mixed dumper pile near front (dumper)Boiler infeed conveyorScud pile - moved onceScud pile - moved oncePortable chipper pile - moved onceBush pile - midpileBush pile - top of pileBush pile - bottom of pileBush pile - midpileBoiler infeedSide of flinger-hog pileSide of flinger-hog pileSide of dumper pile - freshFront of dumper pile where loader scoops away to dumperBoiler infeed

Acquisition Bobcat loader scooped from scud pile, deposited material in sample boxBobcat loader scooped from scud pile, deposited material in sample boxBobcat loader scooped from reload pile, deposited material in sample boxBobcat loader scooped from reload pile, deposited material in sample boxBobcat loader scooped from fresh output of peelings pile, deposited in sample boxBobcat loader scooped from snow-covered area of peelings pile, deposited in sample boxUsed shovel to scoop off moving conveyorBobcat loader scooped from pile dumped by truckBobcat loader scooped from pile dumped by truckBobcat loader scooped from pileBobcat loader scooped from pile dumped by truckBobcat loader scooped from pileUsed shovel to scoop off stopped conveyorLoader scooped from pileLoader scooped from pileLoader scooped from pileCleared snow, scooped by handCleared snow, scooped by handCleared snow, scooped by handCleared snow, scooped by handUsed shovel to scoop off moving conveyorBobcat loader scooped from pileBobcat loader scooped from pileBobcat loader scooped from pileBobcat loader scooped from pileUsed shovel to scoop off moving conveyor

Material type winter sawmill residuewinter sawmill residuesummer sawmill residuesummer sawmill residuewinter post peelings residuewinter post peelings residuewinter hog from hog pilesummer sawmill residueswinter chipper residuemixed pre-dumperwinter sawmill residuemixed pre-dumperwinter hog from hog pilewinter sawmill residue including sawdustwinter sawmill residue no sawdustwinter chipper residuesummer hogged harvesting residuesummer hogged harvesting residuesummer hogged harvesting residuesummer hogged harvesting residuewinter hog from hog pilewinter hog from hog pilewinter hog from hog pilesuspect from Skook chipper with some debarked materialsuspect from Elko summer sawmill residuewinter hog from hog pile

60 cm+ organic (kg) - wet 0 0 5.75 11.8 0 0 0.1 0.1 1.4 0.4 1.8 0.2 0.7 0.3 0 0.1 3.3 3.8

60 cm+ organic (kg) - dry 0 0 3.2298489 6.6286853 0 0 0 0.0460446 0.0684366 0.7169811 0.1829457 0.7488 0 0.0908213 0.3303879 0.1530822 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0441096 1.5963899 2.0059233 0

60 cm+ rock (kg) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

60 cm+ metal (kg) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

60 cm+ total (kg) - wet 0 0 5.75 11.8 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 1.4 0.4 1.8 0 0.2 0.7 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 3.3 3.8 0

60 cm+ % by weight 0.0% 0.0% 4.0% 3.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.8% 0.2% 0.9% 0.0% 0.1% 0.5% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 2.4% 2.1% 0.0%

60 cm+ water (kg) 0.00 0.00 2.52 5.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.03 0.68 0.22 1.05 0.00 0.11 0.37 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 1.70 1.79 0.00

30-59.9 cm organic (kg) - wet 0.75 0 3.6 3 0 0.1 1 1 4.7 0.7 1.5 0.4 1.4 0.3 0.1 0.08 2 1.6

30-59.9 cm organic (kg) - dry 0.339 0.000 2.022 1.685 0.000 0.056 0.000 0.460 0.684 2.407 0.320 0.624 0.000 0.182 0.661 0.153 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.046 0.035 0.968 0.845 0.000

30-59.9 cm rock (kg) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30-59.9 cm metal (kg) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30-59.9 cm total (kg) - wet 0.750 0.000 3.600 3.000 0.000 0.100 0.000 1.000 1.000 4.700 0.700 1.500 0.000 0.400 1.400 0.300 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.100 0.080 2.000 1.600 0.000

30-59.9 cm % by weight 0.9% 0.0% 9.9% 3.7% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 2.5% 3.7% 11.0% 1.6% 3.1% 0.0% 1.0% 4.2% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.2% 5.9% 3.5% 0.0%

30-59.9 cm organic (kg) wet - adjusted 3.00 0.00 14.40 12.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 4.00 4.00 18.80 2.80 6.00 0.00 1.60 5.60 1.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.32 8.00 6.40 0.00

30-59.9 cm organic (kg) dry - adjusted 1.35 0.00 8.09 6.74 0.00 0.22 0.00 1.84 2.74 9.63 1.28 2.50 0.00 0.73 2.64 0.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.14 3.87 3.38 0.00

30-59.9 cm inorganic (kg) - adjusted 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

30-59.9 cm water (kg) - adjusted 1.65 0.00 6.31 5.26 0.00 0.18 0.00 2.16 1.26 9.17 1.52 3.50 0.00 0.87 2.96 0.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 0.18 4.13 3.02 0.00

10-29.9 cm organic (kg) - wet 1.1 0.4 1.8 1.5 0.1 0.3 2.8 1.3 4.6 2.6 2.6 1.1 2.4 2.2 1 1.9 3 1.7

10-29.9 cm organic (kg) - dry 0.496 0.193 1.011 0.843 0.062 0.169 0.000 1.289 0.890 2.356 1.189 1.082 0.000 0.500 1.133 1.123 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.462 0.838 1.451 0.897 0.000

10-29.9 cm rock (kg) 4.45 0 0 0.6 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 2.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.8

10-29.9 cm metal (kg) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10-29.9 cm total (kg) - wet 5.550 0.400 1.800 2.100 0.100 0.300 0.000 2.800 1.300 4.600 3.000 5.200 0.000 1.100 2.400 2.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.900 3.000 2.500 0.000

10-29.9 cm % by weight 26.0% 2.9% 19.9% 10.3% 1.8% 4.1% 0.0% 28.4% 19.2% 43.1% 26.8% 43.0% 0.0% 11.0% 28.6% 37.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 12.2% 15.4% 35.3% 21.7% 0.0%

10-29.9 cm organic (kg) wet - adjusted 17.60 6.40 28.80 24.00 1.60 4.80 0.00 44.80 20.80 73.60 41.60 41.60 0.00 17.60 38.40 35.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.00 30.40 48.00 27.20 0.00

10-29.9 cm organic (kg) dry - adjusted 7.94 3.08 16.18 13.48 0.99 2.70 0.00 20.63 14.23 37.69 19.03 17.31 0.00 7.99 18.12 17.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.40 13.41 23.22 14.36 0.00

10-29.9 cm inorganic (kg) - adjusted 71.20 0.00 0.00 9.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.40 41.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.80 0.00

10-29.9 cm water (kg) - adjusted 9.66 3.32 12.62 10.52 0.61 2.10 0.00 24.17 6.57 35.91 22.57 24.29 0.00 9.61 20.28 17.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.60 16.99 24.78 12.84 0.00

Fines (bag) (0-9.9 cm total) (kg) 3.9 3.3 1.5 4.2 1.35 1.75 4.1 1.7 1.3 1.2 2.0 1.6 3.5 2.2 1.4 0.9 4.0 6.5 3.9 4.4 4.1 1.8 2.6 1.2 2.1 3.1

0-9.9 cm % by weight 73.1% 97.1% 66.2% 82.4% 98.2% 95.6% 100.0% 69.0% 77.0% 45.0% 71.4% 52.9% 100.0% 87.9% 66.7% 61.1% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 87.5% 84.4% 56.4% 72.8% 100.0%

0-9.9 cm organic (dry) % 96.87% 97.24% 92.10% 90.72% 99.45% 99.14% 95.49% 95.12% 97.79% 96.03% 95.55% 96.18% 96.02% 95.45% 93.05% 99.08% 99.43% 98.37% 96.02% 98.48% 93.68% 96.74% 95.99% 96.67% 96.43% 90.54%

0-9.9 cm inorganic (dry) % 3.13% 2.76% 7.90% 9.28% 0.55% 0.86% 4.51% 4.88% 2.21% 3.97% 4.45% 3.82% 3.98% 4.55% 6.95% 0.92% 0.57% 1.63% 3.98% 1.52% 6.32% 3.26% 4.01% 3.33% 3.57% 9.46%

0-9.9 cm organic (kg) - wet 3.845 3.256 1.433 3.981 1.345 1.742 4.013 1.662 1.280 1.176 1.959 1.575 3.434 2.155 1.354 0.896 3.986 6.470 3.837 4.363 3.959 1.773 2.554 1.181 2.060 2.940

0-9.9 cm organic (kg) - dry 1.705 1.545 0.776 2.140 0.829 0.976 1.849 0.745 0.870 0.590 0.874 0.640 1.588 0.954 0.615 0.455 2.386 1.784 1.521 2.401 2.094 0.805 1.101 0.561 1.069 1.534

0-9.9 cm inorganic (kg) - wet 0.055 0.044 0.067 0.219 0.005 0.008 0.087 0.038 0.020 0.024 0.041 0.025 0.066 0.045 0.046 0.004 0.014 0.030 0.063 0.037 0.141 0.027 0.046 0.019 0.040 0.160

0-9.9 cm inorganic (kg) - dry 0.055 0.044 0.067 0.219 0.005 0.008 0.087 0.038 0.020 0.024 0.041 0.025 0.066 0.045 0.046 0.004 0.014 0.030 0.063 0.037 0.141 0.027 0.046 0.019 0.040 0.160

0-9.9 cm total dry weight 1.760 1.589 0.843 2.359 0.834 0.984 1.936 0.783 0.890 0.615 0.915 0.666 1.654 0.999 0.661 0.459 2.400 1.814 1.584 2.438 2.236 0.832 1.147 0.581 1.109 1.695

0-9.9 cm organic (kg) wet - adjusted 246.07 208.39 91.74 254.79 86.11 111.46 4.01 106.36 81.94 75.24 125.39 100.77 3.43 137.89 86.66 57.33 3.99 6.47 3.84 4.36 3.96 113.46 163.46 75.56 131.87 2.94

0-9.9 cm organic (kg) dry - adjusted 109.13 98.88 49.66 136.99 53.08 62.44 1.85 47.65 55.68 37.77 55.94 40.97 1.59 61.03 39.35 29.12 2.39 1.78 1.52 2.40 2.09 51.51 70.46 35.92 68.41 1.53

0-9.9 cm inorganic (kg) - adjusted 3.53 2.81 4.26 14.01 0.29 0.54 0.09 2.44 1.26 1.56 2.61 1.63 0.07 2.91 2.94 0.27 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.14 1.74 2.94 1.24 2.53 0.16

0-9.9 cm water (kg) - adjusted 136.94 109.51 42.08 117.80 33.03 49.02 2.16 58.70 26.26 37.47 69.46 59.80 1.85 76.86 47.31 28.21 1.60 4.69 2.32 1.96 1.86 61.95 93.00 39.65 63.45 1.41

organic total (kg) - wet 266.67374 214.7933867 140.68997 302.58727 87.706446 116.65835 4.013 155.25529 106.84164 169.03854 170.19485 150.17274 3.434 157.29081 131.36087 94.029596 3.986 6.470 3.837 4.363 3.959 129.86406 194.27673 134.86283 169.26722 2.940organic total (kg) - wet 266.67374 214.7933867 140.68997 302.58727 87.706446 116.65835 4.013 155.25529 106.84164 169.03854 170.19485 150.17274 3.434 157.29081 131.36087 94.029596 3.986 6.470 3.837 4.363 3.959 129.86406 194.27673 134.86283 169.26722 2.940

organic total (kg) - dry 118.43172 101.963757 77.160247 163.83827 54.068221 65.365438 1.849 70.167662 72.721584 85.80781 76.427411 61.521541 1.588 69.83864 60.448153 47.848431 2.386 1.784 1.521 2.401 2.094 59.094276 84.049657 64.601816 88.156066 1.534

inorganic total (kg) - dry 74.726256 2.806613333 4.2600302 23.612726 0.2935536 0.5416528 0.087 2.4447117 1.2583571 1.561462 9.0051473 43.227259 0.066 2.9091865 2.939131 0.2704044 0.014 0.030 0.063 0.037 0.141 1.7359352 2.9432741 1.2371731 15.332784 0.160

organic % by weight - wet 78.1% 98.7% 97.1% 92.8% 99.7% 99.5% 97.9% 98.4% 98.8% 99.1% 95.0% 77.6% 98.1% 98.2% 97.8% 99.7% 99.7% 99.5% 98.4% 99.2% 96.6% 98.7% 98.5% 99.1% 91.7% 94.8%

weight of sample - totalled (kg) - wet 341.4 217.6 144.95 326.2 88 117.2 4.100 157.7 108.1 170.6 179.2 193.4 3.500 160.2 134.3 94.3 4.000 6.500 3.900 4.400 4.100 131.6 197.22 136.1 184.6 3.100

weight of sample - dry (kg) 193.15798 104.7703704 81.420277 187.451 54.361775 65.90709 1.9359566 72.612373 73.979941 87.369272 85.432558 104.7488 1.6537678 72.747826 63.387284 48.118836 2.4 1.8135666 1.584375 2.438256 2.2356884 60.830211 86.992932 65.838989 103.48885 1.6947368

weight of water (kg) 148.24202 112.8296296 63.529723 138.749 33.638225 51.29291 2.1640434 85.087627 34.120059 83.230728 93.767442 88.6512 1.8462322 87.452174 70.912716 46.181164 1.6 4.6864334 2.315625 1.961744 1.8643116 70.769789 110.22707 70.261011 81.11115 1.4052632

organic total (kg) - wet 266.67374 214.7933867 140.68997 302.58727 87.706446 116.65835 4.0126884 155.25529 106.84164 169.03854 170.19485 150.17274 3.43418 157.29081 131.36087 94.029596 3.98632 6.4704389 3.8369419 4.3629385 3.9587045 129.86406 194.27673 134.86283 169.26722 2.9396779

total organic (kg) wet - adjusted 266.67 214.79 140.69 302.59 87.71 116.66 4.01 155.26 106.84 169.04 170.19 150.17 3.43 157.29 131.36 94.03 3.99 6.47 3.84 4.36 3.96 129.86 194.28 134.86 169.27 2.94

total organic (kg) dry - adjusted 118.43 101.96 77.16 163.84 54.07 65.37 1.85 70.17 72.72 85.81 76.43 61.52 1.59 69.84 60.45 47.85 2.39 1.78 1.52 2.40 2.09 59.09 84.05 64.60 88.16 1.53

total inorganic (kg) - adjusted 74.73 2.81 4.26 23.61 0.29 0.54 0.09 2.44 1.26 1.56 9.01 43.23 0.07 2.91 2.94 0.27 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.14 1.74 2.94 1.24 15.33 0.16

total water (kg) - adjusted 148.24 112.83 63.53 138.75 33.64 51.29 2.16 85.09 34.12 83.23 93.77 88.65 1.85 87.45 70.91 46.18 1.60 4.69 2.32 1.96 1.86 70.77 110.23 70.26 81.11 1.41

weight of sample - cross check2 - wet 341.40 217.60 144.95 326.20 88.00 117.20 4.10 157.70 108.10 170.60 179.20 193.40 3.50 160.20 134.30 94.30 4.00 6.50 3.90 4.40 4.10 131.60 197.22 136.10 184.60 3.10

weight of sample - weighed (kg) 230 30 20 110 90 130 0 50.909091 -30 0 390 250 0 80 160 80 0 0 0 0 0 160 -30 80 40 0

gross 1 (kg) 540 650 890 690 410 390 430 490 430 640 640 640 590

gross 2 (kg) 840 740 520 1880 654.54545 400 480 770 450 480 510 480 560

gross 3 (kg) 730 300 340 1500 450 360 350 340 580 470 350 390 420

gross 4 (kg) 760 780 990 1460 340 620 650 680 550 400 370 390 370

tare 1 (kg) 640 220 940 690 340 340 300 280 460 560 480 530 540

tare 2 (kg) 590 1250 340 1910 663.63636 520 660 660 270 480 580 520 500

tare 3 (kg) 940 380 520 1680 540 430 420 430 420 460 510 480 590

tare 4 (kg) 470 590 920 1140 260 510 530 520 610 330 330 290 270

total volume of sample (L) 554 513 611 648 497 563 365 356 434 389 434 469 388 223 439 421 413 425

depth 1 in box (cm) 10.3 14 9.5 9 12 12 17 18 14 16 14 13 17 22 15 15 16 14

depth 2 in box (cm) 10.9 13 9.6 10 12 12 18 18 15 16 15 15 15 21 14 14 17 14

depth 3 in box (cm) 10.4 14 12 8 12 11 16 17 16 15 14 12 15 20 15 14 16 16

depth 4 in box (cm) 12 10 7.1 7 12 10 17 15 15 16 14 14 16 21 14 15 16 15

depth 5 in box (cm) 12 11 8.6 8 13 10 17 16 14 16 15 14 18 23 14 16 15 15

depth 6 in box (cm) 11 9.5 7 14 10 17 18 14 19 17 14 16 21 16 16 15 15

depth 7 in box (cm) 9 14 19 16 16 15 13 17 22 15 16 14 16

depth 8 in box (cm) 14 16 15 16 15 16

density of sample (t/m3) (g/cm3) 0.616 0.424 0.237 0.503 0.177 0.208 0.432 0.304 0.393 0.460 0.446 0.341 0.346 0.422 0.300 0.468 0.329 0.434

Comments material is stringy pix 8989, 8990pix 8999 time 9:30 ampix 9004 pix 9005, 9006pix 9007 pix 9008 pix 9009-9011time 16:00 pmpix 9014 pix 9015 pix 9016-9017 time 9:30 ampix 9048 pix 9049 pix 9051-9052pix 9050 time 15:00 pm



Laboratory Results and Calculations
Moisture Content calculation 54.9% 51.9% 43.8% 43.8% 38.2% 43.8% 52.8% 54.0% 31.6% 48.8% 54.3% 58.4% 52.7% 54.6% 52.8% 49.0% 40.0% 72.1% 59.4% 44.6% 45.5% 53.8% 55.9% 51.6% 47.2% 45.3%

tare 1130 221 227 1130 227 1131 221 221 227 1131 1130 222 227 221 227 221 221 221 1131 1131 1129 226 221 1130 227 227

gross wet 1901 842 624 1883 520 1540 958 714 566 1502 1517 722 718 635 691 513 765 1393 1899 1842 1681 557 586 1407 801 816

gross dry 1478 520 450 1553 408 1361 569 448 459 1321 1307 430 459 409 446 370 654 548 1443 1525 1430 379 382 1264 530 549

net wet 771 621 397 753 293 409 737 493 339 371 387 500 491 414 464 292 544 1172 768 711 552 331 365 277 574 589

net dry 348 299 223 423 181 230 348 227 232 190 177 208 232 188 219 149 433 327 312 394 301 153 161 134 303 322

moisture weight 423 322 174 330 112 179 389 266 107 181 210 292 259 226 245 143 111 845 456 317 251 178 204 143 271 267

MCw 54.9% 51.9% 43.8% 43.8% 38.2% 43.8% 52.8% 54.0% 31.6% 48.8% 54.3% 58.4% 52.7% 54.6% 52.8% 49.0% 20.4% 72.1% 59.4% 44.6% 45.5% 53.8% 55.9% 51.6% 47.2% 45.3%

MCd 121.6% 107.7% 78.0% 78.0% 61.9% 77.8% 111.8% 117.2% 46.1% 95.3% 118.6% 140.4% 111.6% 120.2% 111.9% 96.0% 25.6% 258.4% 146.2% 80.5% 83.4% 116.3% 126.7% 106.7% 89.4% 82.9%

Ashing ash content (% OD) 3.13% 2.76% 7.90% 9.28% 0.55% 0.86% 4.51% 4.88% 2.21% 3.97% 4.45% 3.82% 3.98% 4.55% 6.95% 0.92% 0.57% 1.63% 3.98% 1.52% 6.32% 3.26% 4.01% 3.33% 3.57% 9.46%

contamination % - dry 38.7% 2.7% 5.2% 12.6% 0.5% 0.8% 4.5% 3.4% 1.7% 1.8% 10.5% 41.3% 4.0% 4.0% 4.6% 0.6% 0.6% 1.6% 4.0% 1.5% 6.3% 2.9% 3.4% 1.9% 14.8% 9.5%

contamination % - wet 21.9% 1.3% 2.9% 7.2% 0.3% 0.5% 2.1% 1.6% 1.2% 0.9% 5.0% 22.4% 1.9% 1.8% 2.2% 0.3% 0.3% 0.5% 1.6% 0.8% 3.4% 1.3% 1.5% 0.9% 8.3% 5.2%

% organic of wet total 34.7% 46.9% 53.2% 50.2% 61.4% 55.8% 45.1% 44.5% 67.3% 50.3% 42.6% 31.8% 45.4% 43.6% 45.0% 50.7% 59.7% 27.4% 39.0% 54.6% 51.1% 44.9% 42.6% 47.5% 47.8% 49.5%

% inorganic of wet total 21.9% 1.3% 2.9% 7.2% 0.3% 0.5% 2.1% 1.6% 1.2% 0.9% 5.0% 22.4% 1.9% 1.8% 2.2% 0.3% 0.3% 0.5% 1.6% 0.8% 3.4% 1.3% 1.5% 0.9% 8.3% 5.2%

% water of wet total 43.4% 51.9% 43.8% 42.5% 38.2% 43.8% 52.8% 54.0% 31.6% 48.8% 52.3% 45.8% 52.7% 54.6% 52.8% 49.0% 40.0% 72.1% 59.4% 44.6% 45.5% 53.8% 55.9% 51.6% 43.9% 45.3%

Summary Table
Contamination by weight %

of odt of wet total samples 60+ organic60+ inorganic60+ total 30-59 organic30-59 inorganic30-59 total 10-29 organic10-29 inorganic10-29 total to 9.9 organicto 9.9 inorganicto 9.9 total fine-organic%organic totalinorganic totaltotal water grand total cross check density

Canal Flats average 14.8% 8.3% 4 9.86 0.00 9.86 16.18 0.00 16.18 40.68 80.80 121.48 394.67 24.61 419.27 69.6% 461.39 105.41 566.80 463.35 1030.15 1030.15 0.445

Canal Flats average minus sample 1 6.8% 3.8% 3 9.86 0.00 9.86 14.83 0.00 14.83 32.74 9.60 42.34 285.53 21.08 306.61 76.4% 342.96 30.68 373.64 315.11 688.75 688.75 0.388

Canal Flats scud launcher 20.7% 11.6% 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.35 0.00 1.35 11.03 71.20 82.23 208.02 6.33 214.35 69.8% 220.40 77.53 297.93 261.07 559.00 559.00 0.520

Canal Flats summer hog pile 8.9% 5.1% 2 9.86 0.00 9.86 14.83 0.00 14.83 29.66 9.60 39.26 186.65 18.27 204.92 69.4% 241.00 27.87 268.87 202.28 471.15 471.15 0.370

Elko (all) average 6.3% 3.2% 6 2.81 0.00 2.81 10.48 0.00 10.48 98.09 19.20 117.29 301.50 13.70 315.21 67.6% 412.89 32.90 445.79 464.51 910.30 910.30 0.406

Elko from Elko average 3.1% 1.4% 3 0.57 0.00 0.57 3.98 0.00 3.98 44.08 0.00 44.08 129.50 6.12 135.62 70.3% 178.14 6.12 184.25 204.55 388.80 388.80 0.370

Elko from Skookumchuk average 9.6% 5.0% 3 2.23 0.00 2.23 6.50 0.00 6.50 54.01 19.20 73.21 172.00 7.58 179.59 65.8% 234.75 26.78 261.53 259.97 521.50 521.50 0.442

Miller Road average 1.9% 0.8% 4 0 0.00 0.00 8.09 0.14 8.24 98.3% 8.09 0.14 8.24 10.56 18.80 18.80 n/a

Lumberton average 0.7% 0.4% 2 0 0 0 0.22 0.00 0.22 3.69 0.00 3.69 115.52 0.84 116.36 96.1% 119.43 0.84 120.27 84.93 205.20 205.20 0.193

Skookumchuk average (not incl boiler) 9.1% 4.8% 9* 5.4096309 0 5.4096309 25.56 0.00 25.56 167.27 60.80 228.07 464.31 17.95 482.25 62.6% 662.55 78.75 741.29 717.23 1458.52 1458.52 0.396

Skookumchuk average minus sample 12 5.0% 2.6% 8* 4.6608309 0 4.6608309 23.06 0.00 23.06 149.97 19.20 169.17 423.34 16.32 439.66 66.5% 601.03 35.52 636.55 628.57 1265.12 1265.12 0.390

Skookumchuk pre-dumper pile average 10.8% 5.7% 7* 5.3655213 0 5.3655213 25.23 0.00 25.23 146.47 60.80 207.27 342.34 13.27 355.61 57.7% 519.40 74.07 593.47 536.23 1129.70 1129.70 0.400

Skookumchuk pre-dumper pile average (-12) 5.7% 3.0% 6* 4.6167213 0 4.6167213 22.74 0.00 22.74 129.16 19.20 148.36 301.37 11.64 313.01 61.7% 457.88 30.84 488.72 447.58 936.30 936.30 0.392

Skookumchuk flinger hog pile average 3.1% 1.2% 2 0.0441096 0 0.0441096 0.33 0.00 0.33 20.81 0.00 20.81 121.97 4.68 126.65 82.5% 143.14 4.68 147.82 181.00 328.82 328.82 0.384

Skookumchuk boiler infeed average 6.1% 3.2% 4 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.07 0.45 7.52 94.0% 7.07 0.45 7.52 7.28 14.80 14.80 n/a

overall 7.1% 3.7% 26 15.842456 0 15.842456 45.95 0.00 45.95 255.72 141.60 397.32 1119.16 50.10 1169.26 68.7% 1436.67 191.70 1628.37 1487.90 3116.27 3116.27 0.380

* includes 3 Elko from Skookumchuk samples
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